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There is confusion on the definition of ‘open data’ and how it
should be applied.
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Its important to recognise that data covers a broad spectrum of
output that can also be classified as raw output, content
& imagery.
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Increasing data volumes will require new dissemination
methods that require a greater level of interaction between data
generators and customers.
Level of customer
interaction
High

Invoke services
• On premise solution.
• Ask specific questions of the data and only ingest the
information required.
API Pull
• Authenticate & Authorise.
• Greater selectability and granularity of most commonly
requested data sets.
FTP Push

Low

• No longer an appropriate method of delivering information on
time & in full, considering exponential increase in data.
• Challenging to ensure improvements in meteorology are
made available.

Has open data policy as
implemented led to market growth?

A number of NMS’s have implemented an ‘open and free’ data
policy, with the aim of generating economic growth.

Global modelling centres with open data policies

Increased number of global parameters
available as open

European modelling centres with open data policies

Innovation & growth

There is evidence to suggest that the private European
meteorological market is undergoing market consolidation.
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Estimate that the European market has been growing at closer to 1.2% per annum
(2009-15)

Source: PSI IN EUROPEAN METEOROLOGY – AN UNFULFILLED POTENTIAL , R.E.W. Pettifer (2015).

Two companies dominate the US market and are
consolidating their positions despite NOAA’s open data
policy
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•Number of industry enterprises is expected to
decrease at a rate of 1.1% until 2019.
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•197 companies estimated to be active in USA
weather market in 2016
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US market share (revenue)

67%

The rest

33%

None of the remaining 197
account for more than 5% of
revenue

Accuweather & IBM have increased their collective dominance of USA market, despite open data policy in USA
(grown market share from 58.6% in 2009 to 66.3% in 2014, IBIS World Industry Report 2014)
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Consumers continued adoption of internet-capable phones,
have created demand for more timely weather information
and increased advertising revenue opportunities.
1.The number of mobile internet connections is expected
to reach 292.9 million in US in 2017

2. Increasing demand for timely weather forecasts & warnings
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3. Greater demand for weather has led to more advertising
revenue , which is reinvested to further improve their product
propositions
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New paradigm ahead
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The current value of weather data across industries a
significant potential for growth in the demand for weather
services
National Weather services current & future revenue projections in US
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Source: NWS Enterprise & Engagement paper, NWS partners meeting. 26/02/17

NOAA’s Big Data Project Cloud has created an intermediary
value chain and creation of a cloud black hole.
1. NMS’s

3. Value added service providers

Cloud Black Hole

2. Cloud intermediaries

How are customers using weather information?

How is science kept informed of customer needs?
Risk of weather becoming commoditised?
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The exponential increase in data volumes is revolutionising
the meteorological value chain, with organisations
competing for their positions within the industry value chain.

The physical supply chain

Making NWP available to the private sector
introduced aggregators and providers

The information chain
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Global tech companies could transform the met value chain and
threaten both the role of NMS and data intermediaries.

1. NMS’s & ECMWF
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2. Data aggregators /
providers

3. End users

Summary

1. Open and free data does not equate to growth in the
private meteorological market.
2. The private market is becoming increasingly
consolidated in Europe and US.
3. Cloud infrastructure offers the potential to erode market
entry barriers and deliver greater speed to market .

4. Global tech firms are challenging the traditional roles
within the meteorological value chain.

Questions?
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